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Abstract
The test set-up developed during this investigation allowed the monitoring
deformations from three hour onwards on a large reinforced tension
specimen. Companion unreinforced specimen of the same size, exposed to
same conditions of curing and drying served as the reference . . . . JL.""U"'..
sample. Three one-inch diameter deformed steel bars were used to provide
internal restraint to the membrane specimen. Given the relatively
cross-sectional dimensions compared to the length, the specimen geometry
lent itself well to a one-dimensional analysis of stress transfer between the
concrete matrix and steel reinforcing bars. Residual tensile stress
concrete of approxmately 40% of the tensile strength was computed
the model. Since drying shrinkage is a size and geometry dependent
phenomenon, residual stresses due to restrained shrinkage are expected to
contribute additionally to the size and geometry effects attributed to ...,. . . . . . . .....
fracture in reinforced concrete members.
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1 Residual stress due to restrained shrinkage
Drying shrinkage results in volumetric changes in concrete. Since the rate
of drying is typically different for the exterior surfaces compared to the
interior of a concrete member, differential volumetric changes take place.
Residual stresses due to drying shrinkage are of a self-equilibrating nature.
a result, the interior of concrete members undergoing drying are
typically subjected to compressive stresses while the exterior surfaces are
subjected to tensile stresses (Wittmann, 1982). In some instances these
stresses may be locally high enough to cause shrinkage cracking. However,
if one characteristic dimension of the member is significantly larger than
the other two, the drying process can essentially be assumed to be onedimensional in nature. This simplification is analytically attractive in a
reinforced concrete specimen because it is then logical to neglect the
residual stress distributions due to transverse differential drying of plain
concrete compared to the residual stress resulting from the restraint
provided by the reinforcing steel. In general however, the drying process
and the restraint provided by the reinforcing steel are both three
dimensional processes that may cause measurable variations in strains
across the transverse directions of the reinforced concrete member. The
present investigation adopts a one-dimensional approach for modeling the
first-order effects due to restrained shrinkage.

Bilinear model
Consider the idealized specimen shown in schematic form in Fig. l(a). The
restraint provided by the steel reinforcement typically develops gradually
from the specimen ends. For a sufficiently long specimen, a bilinear steel
strain distribution is expected. For shorter specimens linear or parabolic
distributions are likely (Ahn, 1995). The bilinear steel strain distribution is
assumed as
(1)

_L_-_L_t ~ x ~ L
2
2
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Fig. 1. One-dimensional models for computation of residual stresses
due to restrained shrinkage in reinforced tension membranes
where Esmax is the maximum steel strain, Land Lt are the original length of
the reinforced membrane specimen and transition length, Fig. 1,
respectively. The transition length is assumed to be governed by the same
mechanism used for development length, 1-0, in the design of reinforced
concrete, and hence the same rate of strain development is assumed, ie.
(2)

Since the restrained shrinkage stresses are self-equilibrated, the residual
strain in concrete is given by
EA_s
e:a(x) = -e:a(x)-s
c

s

(3)

EA
c c

The total strain in the concrete constituent of the reinforced membrane
specimen can be expressed as
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€~ (x) = eus

(4)

+ e~ (x)

where Eus is the uniform average strain along the length of an unrestrained
concrete specimen, e~ (x) is the strain due to residual shrinkage stress
resulting from the self-equilibrating condition, and e~ (x) is the resultant
strain distribution
the concrete constituent of a reinforced concrete
specimen. Superposition is valid due to the elastic nature of the
macroscopic response in this case.
Total deformation
steel, L\s, and concrete, L\c, can be calculated by
integrating the respective strain distributions along the length of the
specnnen as
A,= 2

[TE~(x)

A,= 2

[Lt~~(x) dx] = E.,L- E,-(L - ~t)

Esrnax

=

E,max (L- ~t)

(5)

::!:

can be determined by compatibility condition, L\s = L\c

(6)

= L\ as follow
(7)

In many practical problems it is often of interest to be able to predict
the maximum residual stress in steel and concrete constituents of a
reinforced concrete member, given the basic material properties of the
constituents
the geometric details of the composite member. Given the
concrete type and member characteristics it is possible to compute the
unrestrained shrinkage strain in concrete using empirical formulae
recommended in model codes (ACI, 1992 and Bazant, 1982). Alternately,
as in the current investigation, this has been measured from actual drying
tests. The maximum steel strain can be determined, using compatibility of
steel and concrete deformations, by solving the quadratic equation.

(8)
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Liu is
unrestrained shrinkage deformation concrete.
Deformation of the restrained member can then be predicted
Eqs.
3, where
5 and 6. The maximum tensile strain in concrete is given by
e~(x) is replaced by Esmax· Maximum residual stress
concrete is
obtained assuming elastic behavior.
It should
noted that the bilinear model can
effectively used to
study the range of restrained tensile stress in concrete by varying
transition length in the limit O ::; Lt ::; L.
= 0 represents one extreme case
where the strain distribution is assumed uniform along the entire . . . . .
specimen.
= L represents the other extreme where
strain from a zero value
the ends to a
value Esmax at
crack of the specimen.
Actual local strain distribution measurements
the concrete matrix though useful,
a
accuracy and reliability of long-term data is desired. Several ".._._,,.., ..
rationally plausible strain distributions can be analytically "'"' ............,. ., . . . .
linear model (which is a special case of the bilinear model as stated earlier)
and parabolic model which are perhaps suitable for shorter "'I-I"'".., ....................... ..,,
interest. These models are simpler because
do not . . . . . . .
transition length parameter. Details of these models are included
(1995). For the same overall deformation, the bilinear model predicts
lowest residual tensile stress in concrete. The highest values are predicted
by the linear model. The parabolic model predicts residual stress
between the linear and bilinear models.
''rn°r0

Jl ... j;.,&-.11.Jl

.ll .......... ..,

,JL"'4 ...... ..,
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Experimental program

restrained shrinkage test program was developed to provide ...
information about residual stress for a lager study on tensile
reinforced concrete tension membranes. Two normal strength specimens
with dimensions identical to that used for the
membranes (p,
to composite area ratio of 3.27%) were cast for the purpose
making shrinkage measurements. One of these was an
u ... .a.v.a. .. "'.
specimen to provide data on unrestrained shrinkage
other was a specimen that had longitudinal reinforcement identical to
tension membranes (no lateral reinforcement).
specimen
deformation measurements due to restrained shrinkage
concrete and steel constituents.
A'"""""

"-&VJLV.&..L ......
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Both specimens were cast indoors in specially designed forms, that
allowed deformation measurements from as early as three hours after
casting, Fig. 2. The specimens were cast with its 50" x 12" (127 x 30.5
cm) face exposed. This face has been designated as "top face" in all
subsequent reference. The top face was covered with plastic sheet to
minimize moisture loss during the first hour after casting. Thereafter this
face was covered with wet burlap and plastic sheet. Deformation
measurements on this top face were made from 3 hours up to 5 days on a
prescribed schedule that was determined based on the expected
deformations. These measurements during the "setting period" were made
with the formwork still in place. Measurments from three dial gages (one
for deformation
the unrestrained specimen and one each for concrete
and steel deformations in the restrained specimen) were made on 3-hourly
intervals for the first day, 6-hourly intervals for the second day, 12 hourly
intervals for the third day, and once a day for the last two days. Concrete
deformations were made using a gage length of 44" (112 cm), while steel
deformations were measured using a 56" (142 cm) gage length. The
resolution of the deformation measurements (0.0025 mm) and the length of

Fig. 2. Overall view of the set-up used for shrinkage measurements
during
drying period (29 days - 120 days)
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the specimen facilitated reliable shrinkage strain measurements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,. .
initial expansion due to heat from the hydration process.
At an age of 5 days after casting, the specimen was demolded and
turned on its side, 50" x 6" (127 cm x 15 cm) face, so that measurements
from this time onwards could be made both on the top and bottom faces.
Minimal movement of the specimen during demolding and turning it on the
side allowed continuity of deformation measuerments on the top face (from
the "setting" to the "curing" periods). The specimen during this "curing
period" (6-28 days) was completely wrapped in wet burlap and plastic,
with only the dial gages exposed for monitoring shrinkage deformations.
A plastic sheet on the face contacting the floor ensured that restraint due to
friction was minimized. Six dial gages were monitored (same set of
gages affixed for the bottom face, as described earlier for the top face)
once a day during this curing period.
The plastic sheet and wet burlap were removed after 28 days,
subjecting the specimens to drying under normal laboratory conditions
(approximately 73°F, 26% R.H.). Deformation measurements during this
"drying period" were carried out once a day until 100 days and once a
week thereafter until 180 days. The shrinkage test was terminated
180 days when it was observed that deformations due to shrinkage beyond
120 days were very small and of magnitude comparable to deformations
from temperature variations in the laboratory.

3 Results and discussions
Results from the unrestrained and restrained shrinkage tests are
summarized in Fig. 3. Open symbols represent measurements made on
top face of the specimen. Filled symbols represent measurements made on
the bottom face of the specimen. Triangular symbols in Fig. 3 are used for
the results from the unrestrained shrinkage test on plain concrete specimen.
Square symbols represent measurements made on the concrete constituent
and circular symbols represent measurements made on the steel constituent
of the restrained shrinkage reinforced concrete specimen. Fig. 3 presents
results from three distinct stages of the shrinkage test. The first stage
includes the initial setting stage which also exhibits thermal expansion
resultant from the heat of hydration and is identified in the enlarged inset
as "setting period". The first measurements were made starting as early as
3 hours after the casting. This stage lasted for 120 hrs (5 days) after
casting. The second stage covered the curing period until the end of,.,., . . ,,,....,,
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no significant moisture migration took place. This stage has been identified
in the enlarged inset as "curing period" (6-28 days). The third stage is the
drying stage which accounts for much of the deformations of interest as far
as this investigation is concerned. These deformations also have a great
deal of importance as far as practical analysis and design are concerned.
Shrinkage measurements have been reported from when drying begins (29
days) up to approximately 2,900 hrs (120 days) after casting. The rate
shrinkage becomes smaller with time and changes in deformation beyond
120 days for these specimens are relatively small.
Since the test set-up was specifically designed to make accurate early
age measurements, it was possible to record thermal expansion in both the
steel and concrete constituents for the first 12 hours. Given the practical
constraints, only top face shrinkage measurements was possible during this
stage (see inset 1). Peak values of tensile strains measured during the
stage in the steel and concrete constituents of the restrained shrinkage
specimen were in the 100 µe range which corresponds to an approximate
average temperature increase of l 7°F.
Just like in the first stage, the specimens were kept wrapped in plastic
to prevent moisture migration and resultant drying. The relative humidity
within the wrapped enclosure was in the 98-100% range. All deformations
during this period were expected to be near zero. However strain values
the range -20 µe (shrinkage or compressive) to 40 µe (expansion or tensile
strain) were recorded (see inset 2). The initial expansion observed in Inset
2 of Fig. 3 is due to swelling associated with the rewetting of burlap
covering the specimens at the start of the curing stage. While the concrete
deformations show no significant changes in the curing period, the steel
reinforcing bars appear to exhibit small amounts of shortening
(approximately 30 µe ). Even though these strains are small in comparison
to the shrinkage strains measured at 120 days, the reasons for the
shortening in steel without comparable shortening in concrete is not clear.
The third stage is the drying stage which accounts for much of
deformations of interest as far as this investigation is concerned. Results
from the shrinkage measurements during the drying period (29-120 days)
are summarized in Table 1 independently for the top and bottom faces. It
should be noted that "top" and "bottom" are references to the original
casting configuration. During the drying period, both the "top" and
"bottom" faces were in fact vertical and subjected to comparable conditions
of drying. Values reported for deformations measured on the top face are
typically larger than those reported for the bottom face. This is attributed
to the fact that the top face is water-rich compared to the bottom face, and
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Table 1. Comparison experimentally measured restrained
shrinkage deformation
analytical predictions
using the bilinear restrained shrinkage model
Experimental
values
Average
unrestrained
shrinkage
strain
Eus

(µ£)

193
Bottom

Restrained
shrinkage
deformation
{lirs)e
@.tin)

Analytical predictions
Maximum
steel
strain
(compressive)

4300

Restrained
shrinkage
deformation

Lt

(µ£)

(in.}

(lirs)a
@.tin)

3.89

7800

(9.88 cm)

(0.198 mm)

4.60

9200

-5.3

(11.68 cm)

(0.234 mm)

34.4

163

(0.109 mm)

9700
227
Top

(0.246 mm)

6500

(Ars)a - (Ars)e
(Ars}a+ {Ars}e
2

Esmax

7300
(0.185 mm)

Transition
length

Difference

193

(0.165 mm)

(%)

6.6
57.9

consequently is subjected to more local volumetric changes
to moisture
migration.
Experimentally measured restrained shrinkage deformations are
compared in Table 1 with deformations predicted analytically using the
one-dimensional bilinear model of the restrained shrinkage specimen
developed earlier. The model requires unrestrained shrinkage strain in
concrete, elastic modulus of steel and concrete, steel and concrete crosssectional areas, and specimen length as input parameters. Model predicted
Esmax values for the top and bottom face measurements are 193 and 163 µe
respectively. The corresponding values of the transition length, Lh are
4.60 (11.68 cm) and 3.89 in (9.88 cm). The small transition length,
(compared to the specimen length) values indicate that the average strain
distribution very nearly equals the maximum strain values both the steel
and concrete constituents. Predicted restrained shrinkage deformations
compare very well with those measured in the concrete constituent of the
reinforced concrete specimen - 7,800 µin (0.198 mm) and 9,200 µin (0.234
mm) predicted for the top and bottom faces respectively compared to
corresponding experimental values of 7,300 µin (0.185 mm) and 9,700 µin
(0.246 mm) respectively. This corresponds to errors of 6.6% and -5.3%
for the top and bottom face measurements, respectively. The experimental
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reinforcing steel are
significantly
can be attributed to a combination
two effects: ( 1) the
becomes less effective as the transverse
""""'~·n,..,...,...,.,.,,,.m,i:::...... becomes larger, and (2) unrestrained
less drying occurs compared
n,,,,.,..,..r>,::r.~' resultant from the
mechanics
the
be modelled using a
restrained shrinkage
T"

of
the observation
model
restrained shrinkage
are acceptable
first-order analysis of
,..,I.JI.................... shrinkage stress
reinforced concrete, two extremes in strain
strain is uniform along the length of
from zero at the ends to a . . . .,....,.,,. . . . . . . . . . ,. . .
center
specimen. As far as the bilinear model is
concerned,
case is approached when the transition length ~ 0.
second case is
when the transition length
~ L (also
to
The maximum residual stresses
steel
actual
case are lower bound estimates of
.. ,,... . . ~,,. bound estimates in the second case .
for the transition length,
1, the
the maximum tensile stress in
can be
the most conservative
suggests
. . ,. , ....... . .,. ..... _ stress in concrete is in the range of 35-40%
the
concrete tensile strength.
JlAAJll....... '"', .....

...... u ......., ......................

4 Influence
tensile

to restrained shrinkage on

As described
study was initiated
support
a larger
investigation
tensile stiffening effect of concrete in
reinforced tension
after it was speculated that differences
experimental and analytical load-deformation response of these membranes
could be attributed to residual stresses from restrained shrinkage.
Results from the analytical model for the tension stiffening effect while
excluding and including the effect of restrained shrinkage, is plotted Fig.
4 for normal strength reinforced concrete membranes. In Fig. a typical
experimental response is also included for comparison purpose.
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Fig. 4. Load-average strain response for normal strength
reinforced concrete tension member showing
differences in response due to restrained shrinkage
effect
is convenient to plot the total deformation of the reinforced
membrane specimens as equivalent average strain so that comparisons to
strains values that characterize the constituent material behavior (concrete
cracking, steel yielding) can be readily made. Fig. 4 include bounds for
composite load-average strain behavior which are indicated as "uncracked
composite" and "steel contribution". The stiffness of the uncracked
composite is obtained from the law of mixtures assuming iso-strain
behavior. Steel contribution is established based on results from the
tension test on the reinforcing steel and steel content. A three-stage
analytical model is used to represent the tensile response of a reinforced
concrete membrane. Stage I represents elastic behavior of the composite
prior to transverse cracking. Stage III, where no new cracks form, and
where increased deformations result in increased crack-widths, represents
the steady-state crack configuration. Sandwiched between these two stages
is Stage II which is the multiple cracking stage.
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formation of the
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5 Conclusions
®

simple
to
residual stress
to restrained shrinkage
constituents
a reinforced concrete member ~-,.. ,...,.,,.,. . .
measured
strains
well.
The maximum tensile residual stress
(conservative
approximately 40% of the tensile strength highlights
incorporating the effect of restrained shrinkage to ,,...,,..,,~ . . . . ,,..,,.
loads and moments in structures undergoing
n

•
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addition to a loss of the tensile strength capacity, the loss in strain
capacity and associated residual energy stored are expected to influence
brittle fracture analysis of concrete.
Since the drying process is size and geometry dependent, residual stress
due to restrained shrinkage contributes to size and geometry
dependence of reinforced specimens undergoing drying. If size or
geometry effects of brittle fracture are being studied one cannot ignore
effects due to restrained shrinkage. However, residual stress due to
restrained shrinkage does not significantly impact conventional design
of reinforced concrete elements where tension capacity of concrete is
typically ignored.
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